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even in the dc limit so that a large number of cells may be

required to determine the average SAR. Since limits which have

been specified for the electrical size ( kL) of a cell with block

models pertain only to FDE [20], such conditions are neceswy

but not sufficient for convergence.

In calculations made for objects having comers and edges, the

volume-average SAR may converge more slowly than values of

local SAR at locations distant from the comers and edges. An

extrapolant may be used to make substantial corrections for HE

in order to estimate the average SAR with such objects. Extrapol-

ation fails when there is appreciable FDE since the procedure

requires that the individual samples of local SAR do not hlave

appreciable error. Interpolants have also been used to mlake

corrections to values of average SAR; but the extrapolarrt makes

a substantially larger correction, so it is the procedure of choice

when solutions are available having two or more discretizations.

Only values of average SAR obtained without interpolation should

be used with the extrapolant since such values have errors which

vary linearly with cell size.

We consider it to be essential that the array of cubes used for a

block model be arranged for a best-fit of the object to be

modeled. Since the electric field has sizable variation near comers

and edges, it is necessary that such shapes not be emphasized

when modeling a smooth object such as the human body. Increas-

ing the number of cells in a model by subdividing one or more of

the cells and retaining the same outer boundary is one way of

creating such an emphasis. It appears that when others have used

such simple subdivisions with block models of man their results

departed from solutions for man and instead approached solut-

ions for models having unwanted comers and edges [9]–[11].

It is anticipated that block model solutions for objects having

smooth shapes, such as models of man, will have considerably

less FIE than occurs with the dielectric cube so that convergence

will be more rapid than is seen in the present examples. In

yet-unpublished work, we have found that the values of volume-

average SAR for block models of a man-sized prolate spheroid at

100 and 225 MHz are within 6 percent of those calculated for the
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eigenmodes used considers the effects of the finite rectangular E-plane
grid thickness and the mutuaf bigher order mode interaction of the single

screens. Calculated results up to 55 GHz show that the peak attenuation in

the upper stopband for a Ku-band (26-40-GHz) two-resonators filter
example with a roidband frequency of ~0= 37 GHz is about 70 dB,

whereas its planar circuit single-metal-insert counterpart reaches only
about 34 dB. A Ku-band (12- 18-GHz) filter prototype with three metal-
etched screens yields a measured passband insertion loss of 0.8 dB at about

~.= 17 GHz and a measured attenuation in upper stopband of about 50 dB
up to 25 GHz.

I. INTRODUCTION

Metal inserts placed in the E-plane of rectangular waveguides

achieve low-cost low-loss filter designs [1], [2]. Especially for

filters with midband frequencies in the near of the higher band

end of the corresponding waveguide housing, the attenuation in

the upper stopband attainable with single inserts, however, is

often too low [3] for many applications. This is due to unwanted
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coupling of the higher order modes generated by a single induc-

tive post [4], [5] as a reactance element. To reduce this effect,

triple-strip screens (Fig. 1) can be used.

The advantages of a triplet of round posts in suppressing

higher order modes up to the sixth order have already been

pointed out in [4]–[9]. In comparison with the round post config-

uration, however, the strip structure of Fig. 1 has the advantage

of being producible by the metal-etching technique, which is

appropriate for low-cost mass production and avoids the neces-

sity for tuning devices for the filter. Moreover, it may be stated

that broadside strips in the rectangular waveguide may achieve

still slightly higher peak attenuation in the upper stopband than

round posts of identical suseeptance considering related investi-

gations at equivalent quadratic post structures.

Inductive strips have already been analyzed using variational

methods [10], [11] and the moment method [9]. However, the

immediate higher order mode interaction between series-con-

nected strip elements, which influences considerably the stop-

band behavior of related filter structures, is not taken into

account by these lumped-element network descriptions. Also, the

effect of the finite thickness of the strips altering passband ripple

behavior and midband frequency has been hitherto neglected.

In this paper, therefore, similar to the E-plane filter calculation

in [2], the design of optimized screen filters (Fig. 1) is based on a

rigorous field expansion into suitable incident and scattered

waves at all discontinuities, beyond as well as below the cutoff

frequencies. This allows direct inclusion of both higher order

mode coupling and finite strip thickness. Matching the fields at

the discontinuity interfaces yields the corresponding scattering

matrices, which are directly combined with the intermediate

waveguide sections to the overall scattering matrix of the filter. A

simple optimization computer program varies the screen dimen-

sions until the insertion loss within the passband yields a mini-

mum and the stopband attenuation an optimum. The evolution

strategy method [12] is applied where no differentiation step in

the optimization process is necessary.

II. THEORY

Like the metal insert filter [2], the design of rectangular screen

filters is based on field expansion into orthogonal eigenmodes in

the subregions together with field matching at common inter-

faces. For each subregion v = I, 111, 112, 113, 114 (Fig. l(b), the

fields at the discontinuity z = O

3’) = –JqLv x fff; xx”) =V x v x Tif; (1)

z. o‘z=t L

(c)

screens. (b) Subregions for the field theory treatment.

are derived from the x-component of the magnetic Hertzian

vector 11~, which is assumed to be the sum of suitable eigen-

modes satisfying the wave equation and the boundary conditions

at the metallic surfaces at x = O,pl, mz, pz, m~,py, mh, a

with

(j(”) )’=(~,x,p, -x,p, -x,a-~)

‘(p(”) )’=(a,pl,p, -m,,p, -m,ja-mo)

(3)

and

Fbpl ‘
v = 111

k
, v = 112 (4)

&

2’
v = 113

(/=7 =114

A$) * are the still unknofi eigenmode amplitude coefficients of

the forward and backward waves, which are suitably normalized

by T~ so that the power carried by a given wave is lW for a wave

amplitude ,coefficient of ~.

By matching tlhe tangential field components at the common

interfaces at the step discontinuities at z = O (Fig. 2(a)), the

coefficients ,4:) * can be related to, each other after multiplica-

tion with the appropriate orthogonal function

~’++~’-= ~ (L(~)).[~11(~)++~11(~)-]
~=1

(N@)).[~l+- - ~1- ] = ~WTI)+ - ~w-,

q=l,2,3,4 (cf. Fig. 2(a)). (5)
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Fig. 2. Forward (+) and backward (–) waves (a) at the discontinuities at
z = O aud z =/ and (b) at two series connected screens.

The abbreviations (1,(~)) and (N(q)) are elucidated in the Ap-

pendix. Similar to [2],(5) yields thescattering matrix for the set

of discontinuitiesat z= O(Fig. 2(a))

1111

~--- ~1 +

~-111+ Znl -

~-112+ =(s), =O 1112- . (6)

~113 + ~113 -

~114+ ~114

At the step discontinuitiesat z=t (end of thescreen with finite

length t, Fig. 2(a)), the following relations hold, analogously to

(5):

~~1~- + ~ul+ = ~ (L(~)).[@K~)- + jju(.)+ ]

~=1

where -q=l,2,3,4. Equation (7) leads to the scattering matrix at
Z=t

~

jj113-

jjl14-

For the calculation of tl..

~111-

ZII1 +

jjI12+

jI13 +

jI14+

(8)=(s),=,

scattering matrix of the total screen

structure (Fig. 2(a))

()(
~-~-

(s21, (s22)],cr==n”(i::-) ‘9)

_ (SJ (s,2)
jIII+ –

the relations between the wave amplitudes rdong the q corre-

sponding intermediate waveguide sections have to be taken into

account

~~Kv)- = ( R(TO) ~lKv)-

~ll(q)+ = (~(”))~t’(’)+ (lo)

where (R(n) ) is the diagonal matrix

/e_Jk,,(qL,

The corresponding relations which lead to the scattering matrix

elements in (9) are given in the Appendix. Opposite to the

common treatment with transmission matrices, this direct combi-

nation of scattering matrix elements leads to expressions contain-

ing exponential functions with only negative argument (cf. (1 l)).

So the hitherto known numerical instabilities due to resonance

and interference effects of higher order modes below their cutoff

frequencies may be avoided.

The series connection of screens may be treated in a similar

manner. The scattering matrix, e.g., for two screens (Fig. 2(b)), is

given by

()(
~-
5“ =

::~ :3),WOSC,=(12)
the elements of which are composed (cf. Appendix)’ of the two

scattering matrix elements of the screens (cf. (9)) and the diago-

nal matrix (R) .g of the intermediate waveguide section with the

length I

‘R)wg=~)“ .-;2J’13)
with k$~ = U2WC– (m T/a) 2 (cf. (3)).

The overall matrix for more than two screens is found analo-

gously.

For the calculations in this paper, the expansion into twenty

eigenmodes at each discontinuity yields sufficient convergence

behavior of the scattering matrix coefficients.

III. RESULTS

First, a small-band one-resonator filter example is investigated

for which also a round post filter curve (including higher order

mode interaction) is available in a limited frequency range [8].

Fig. 3 compares the insertion-loss behavior of this filter-type

using severrd inductive obstacle structures as reactance elements

with nearly identical suscepkmces, but different physical geome-

try: round post [8], quadratic post, broadside oriented strip,

triplet of quadratic posts, ins-coupled structures, and triplet of

broadside oriented strips. Fig. 3(a) shows the agreement of the

filter curve between the round post filter [8] (small circles) and

the quadratic post structure (solid line), calculated with the field

expa&ion me~hod for single metal inserts [2]; the length c of the

side of the quadratic post is given by the circular to rectangular

cross-section equivalence relations of inductive posts [13].

This equivalent quadratic structure is used in Fig. 3(b) to

simulate the round post filter for a broader frequency range

(30–55 GHz) in order to investigate the stopbrmd attenuation

behavior. From Fig. 3(b), it may be stated that the broadside-

oriented strip structure (solid line) achieves better stopband at-

tenuation than the quadratic post structure (dashed line); the

broadside dimension w of the strip (with given thickness t = 0.19

mm) is determined also by the equivalence relations of [13] and

slightly corrected to yield nearly identical 3-dB bandwidth of the

filters in order to enable a fair comparison of the filter behavior.
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Fig. 3. Insertion loss 11/~1 1 in decibels as a function of frequency for
small-band inductive obstacle coupled one-resonator filters with reactarice
elements of different physical geometry but nearly identicat susceptrrrwe;
3-dB bandwidth A f/fO = 0.06 percent; waveguide housing dimensions a =
7.112 mm, b = 3.556 mm (Ka-band). (a) Onadratic Dosts c = 1.804 mm=
2d/2.365 [13], [R = 4.866 ‘mm, calculated ‘witfr the ‘orthogonal expansion
method, cf. [2]; 000 round posts, resnfts of [8], d/a= 0.3 [8]. (b) —
broadside-oriented strips w = 3.390 mm, t = 0.19 mm, IR = 5.210 mm, sofid
line; ---- quadratic posts (dimensions cf. (a)), dashed line; calculated with
the orthogonal expansion method, cf. [2]. (c) — triplet of broadside-or-
iented strips, t = 0.19 mm, PI = 0.84 mm, m2 = 2.09 mm, p2 = 2.93 mm,

ins,= 4:18 mm, P3 = 5.02 mm, m~ -6.27 mm, (cf. Fig. l(b)), [R, = 4.81 mm,
sohd Ime, ---- triplet of quadratic posts c = 0.665 mm, f~z = 4.62 mm,
daahed fine. ---- inductive iris-coupled filter e = 1.004 mm, 1~3 =
4.785 mm, dashed-dotted fine.

Fig. 3(c) 8hows the insertion loss versus frequency of the corre-

sponding filters with a triplet of broadside-oriented strips (solid

line) and with a triplet of quadratic posts (dashed line); the strips

@d posts dimensions again are determined so to achieve nearly

identical 3-dB bandwidth, and the midband frequency is chosen

(\O ~ 37 GHz) to be near at the band end (40 GHz) of the
Ku-band waveguide because the influence of the higher order

mode interactions is more severe beyond the band end than

within the fundamental mode waveguide band (26–40 GHz), For

further comparison, an iris-coupled one-resonator filter curve

(dashed-dotted line) is included, which is calculated by the field

expansion in the eigenmodes method described in [14]. Again, it

can be stated that the broadside-oriented strips achieve slightly

better stopband attenuation behavior than the quadratic post and

the iris-coupled structure. A possible explanation may be the

increased cutoff frequencies of the higher order modes within the

reactance element section, which is achieved by, the sma.kr

interstices of the broadside-oriented strip structure in comparison

with quadratic (or round) posts and irises of nehrly identical

susceptance. For a complete discussion of these effects, the

Q-factor properties of the related resonator structures should also

be taken into account, which would go, however, beyond the

limits of this paper, since effects of losses are not included in the

analysis given.

For the design of the two-resonator screen filters of Table I, am

error function F(z) to be minimized is defined [12]

NP

‘(x) = t (a$ti./a21(fi))2+ Z (a21(l)/apma)2 L ~n
i=l /=1

(14))

where N, and NP are the number of frequency sample points jj

in the stopband and passband, respectively, a, tin and aP ma are

the given minimum stopband and maximum passband attenua-

tion levels, respectively, and a21 = 2010g(l/lS21 ~ is the calcu-

lated overall filter insertion loss. For given waveguide housing

dimensions, thickness t of the metallic inserts, the parameters to

be optimized are the screen dimensions (Table I). The resonator

lengths 1~ for these designs are chosen to yield midband frequen-

cies in the near of the higher Ku-band (12.6-18 GHz) and higher

Ka-band (26–40 GHz) ends, respectively. Compared with tly;

lumped-element circuit-type approach for filter designs [6], this

computer optimization takes into account higher order mode

coupling effects i~d, therefore, achieves correct design data.

Fig. 4 shows the calculated insertion loss of a two-resonator

Ka-band (cf. Table I) E-plane screen filter (solid line) in com-

parison with a planar circuit single-metal-insert filter [2], also

with two resonators and with a 3-dB bandwidth of about 0.5

percent. The peak attenuation in the second stopband for the

triple-insert screen filter is 70 dB, whereas the single-insert filter

achieves only about 34 dB. The triple quadratic post filter, for

comparison, shows about 63-dB peak attenuation (dashed-dottedl

line).

The calculated and measured insertion loss of a Ku-baud

screen filter (Table I) is shown in Fig. 5. The theoretical mini-.

mum insertion loss of 0.2 dB in Table I is principally reflection

loss. The measured value is 0.8 dB. The maximym tolerances of

the metal-etched screen dimensions in relation to the optimized
data are about +50 pm, which has been checked by a micro

scope for the fabricated Ku-band prototype (Fig. 6.). The material

of the screens is 99. O-percent pure copper. The screens are fixed

in the waveguide housing by alignment pins.

IV. CONCLUSION

E-plane integrated screen filters using triple-strip elements to

suppress higher order modes achieve filter designs with high peak

attenuation in the upper stopband, and also for midband fre-

quencies in the near of the higher band end of the waveguide

housing. The design is based on a rigorous field expansion into

incident and scattered waves at rdl discontinuities. This allows

direct inclusion of both higher order mode coupling and finite
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TABLE I

COMFUTSR-OPTMWED DESIGN DATA FOR TWO-RESONATOR

E-PLANS SCREEN FILTRRS

,=,~,,,,,,,,4

( Screen material: 99.9 % pure copper )

3eraan Resonator 3erean M dband- 3 Man& o{n.passband

thtclineas langth nmbar PI q P2 ~3 P3 ~4 frsqusncy width ina8rttm- Rasarks

t lR 10ss

(m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (U8) (w) (Htlz) (dB)

1 3.3s3 4.5!0 7.2$4 8.499 11.246 12.448
2 2.603 5.330 6.549 9.249 lo.4e6 13.lW 17.oe am 0,2 7haory

lR, . 1R2 3
0.19

3.3s 4.550 7.299 8.4$9 11.248 12.448

10.C4M 1 3.347 4.559 7.X5 8,533 11.255 12.493
2 2.600 5.301 6.565 9.262 10.497 13.210 17.132 22Q 0.8 Haaaurad

3 3.345 4.563 7.310 8.533:11.258 ,12.505

1*1 = 1R2 ; 1.503 2.053 I 3.2el 3.831 , 5.059 5.609

0.19 1.128 2.428 2.936 4.2(M I 4.684 5.984
4.9m j

34.16 180 0 Theory
1.503 2.053 3.281 3.831 I 5.059 I 5.tw3
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Fig. 4. Insertion leas 11/&l in decibels aa a fnnction of frequency
for Ku-band two-resonator filters with about 0.5-pereent 3-dB bandwidth.
— triple-strip screen filter (dimmaions cf. Table I,). ---- planar circuit
single-metal-insert filter (calculated according to [2]). ----- triple quadratic
peat filter (Ku-band waveguide) 1~ = 4.300 m, c1 = 0.35 mm, .2= 0.81
mm.

strip thickness. An optimizing computer program leads to Ku-

band and Ka-band screen filters which maybe fabricated by the

metal-etching tech@que. This is appropriate for mass-production

&d avoids the necessity for tuning devices. Since the finite metal

thickness and the higher order mode interaction is included in the

design, measurements show good coincidence with theoretical

predicted values. This is demonstrated at a two resonator Ku-band

waveguide screen filter, which yields 0.8-dB measured minimum

passband insertion loss. Calculated insertion loss up to 70 GHz

t
Ills ,1
+

Fig. 5. Calculated and measured insertion loaa ll/&l I in decibels aa a fnnc-
tion of frequency for a Ku-band two-resonator triple-strip screen filter (cf.
Table I) with about 1.2-percent 3-dB bandwidth. (The measuring limit of the
test assembly was 50 dB.)

Fig. 6. Photograph of the opened Ku-band waveguide two-resonator
filter (metal-etched screens and waveguide sections).

screen
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for a Ku-band prototype in the upper stopband shows the good

stopband attenuation behavior of this class of E-plane integrated

waveguide screen filters.

AppENDIx

A. Matrix Elements (L(W)), (N(~j) in (4)

L(l) . ~j;), _
z]

r&J%

J

@j) = “ ‘ jr ~xsin%xsin —x
o a PI

(Al)

(A2)

(A3)

(A4)

(N(T)) is the transposed matrix (L(v))’ and k%) is the wavenum-

ber (cf. (3)).

B. Scattering Matrix Elements in (9)

(%)s.-xm = - [( E)+(P) -( Q) O((E)+(P))-l(Q)]-’

.[(E)-(P)+(Q)((E)+ (P))-’(Q)] (A5)

(S&CCn=-[(E)+(P)-( Q)((E)+(P))-’”( Q)]-’

.[(Q)+(Q).((E)+ (P)) -’.((E(P))])] (A6)

(&,) X-=-[ (E)+(P)-(Q) ”((E)+(P))-l(Q)]-’

.[(Q)+(Q)((E)+( P))-l((E)-(P)) (A7)

(S22)mw= -[( E)+(~) -( Q) X( E)+(P)) -l(Q) ]-1

.[(E)-(P)+(Q)((E)+ (P))-l(Q)] (AS)

where

(P) - ~ (L(?) ).[(E)-2.((R(n) )-( R(~)) -1)-1 .( R(~))]
rJ=l

(N(”)) (A9)

(Q) = ~ (<(’’) )[2.((R(’))-(R(~)) -l)-’(N (~)))) (A1O)
q-l

(E) = unity matrix

(R) cf. (11).

C. Scattering Matrix Elements in (12)

(S1l)tWO,_, =, (S#)+(S#)O(R)W~

.[(E)-(S~:))@&@;) )@) W~]-’

.( S$;))(R)W~.(S$;)) (All)

(Sl,)two,crwn, =, (s#).(R) ~g

.[(E)-(S/?)).(R) ~..(S4:)).(R);g] -’.(S}~)) (A12)

(sm)w.,.rcem = (SJ?)”(R)~g[(E)- (S&)”(R)w

@;))o(R)W~]-’@:)) (Al?!)

(S,,),wo,crem, = (S~;))+(S#).(R)W~

‘[( E)-(Sj;))”(R)~~ ”(S}?))(R)~,]-l

,(Sj;)).(R)W~.(S#) (A14)

where

(E) = tity matrix

(R)wg cf. (13).
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